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Global Outlook 2016: the critical issues  
   

• What are the driving factors for the global economy in 2016? How will China’s 
deceleration and lower commodity prices affect global growth and trade? Will 
Eurozone economies continue to improve? Can the UK sustain healthy growth?  
What are the political risks and how much do we have to worry about a potential 
British exit from the European Union (Brexit)? How will the US perform relative to 
the Federal Reserve’s expectations, and how will the US and global economies be 
influenced by rising US rates? In this report, we discuss the key issues for 2016 in 
a question and answer format. We put particular emphasis on the risks and the 
potential for upside surprises. 

• 2015 was marked by modest global growth and continued dramatic declines in the 
prices of oil and commodities. China decelerated and many emerging market 
economies contracted; among developed economies, the Eurozone returned to 
moderate growth and the UK expanded slightly faster. Meanwhile, the US grew 
comfortably but generally disappointed and Japan experienced lacklustre growth. 
In financial markets, global sovereign bond yields receded further while the US 
dollar strengthened persistently, particularly versus emerging market commodity 
exporters. Stock market performance varied, from a moderate decline in the UK’s 
FTSE and close to unchanged in the US S&P500, to a moderate gain in Europe 
(STOXX up 4% in local currency, down 7% in US dollar terms) and healthy 
performance in Japan’s NIKKEI.  

• For 2016, we project global growth will pick up slightly, led by gains in developed 
economies. We expect growth to remain close to its trend rate in the Eurozone 
and the UK. The US will likely expand solidly, strengthening over 2016. The 
outlook in Japan is modestly positive while Canada will remain weak. China’s 
growth will decelerate gradually, while many emerging economies will struggle 
with lower oil and commodity prices. India and Mexico are posed to outperform. 

• As Eurozone domestic demand stays firm, supported by healthy gains in Germany, 
Spain and Ireland, alongside some improvement in Italy, its leaders must deal with 
the challenges caused by the influx of refugees and the rise of populist protest 
parties. These anti-European movements pose a more serious risk to the cohesion 
of the EU and the euro than the euro crisis of 2011-12 ever did. We expect these risks 
to remain contained as Europe tries to defuse the migrant crisis and unemployment 
continues to fall. Whereas no major EU country has scheduled a national election for 
2016, we see a 30% risk that the UK may vote to leave the EU. Brexit could be very 
disruptive for the UK and cause tremors across the EU. 

• We project US growth to exceed the forecasts of the Federal Reserve (Fed). Tight 
labour markets will finally push up wages and increases in core inflation will 
quickly follow. As a result, we expect the Fed to raise rates four times in 2016, 
more than is currently priced into markets, still leaving monetary policy 
accommodative. Bond yields will, in our view, rise more than is currently 
anticipated. Corporate profits are vulnerable if economic growth fails to pick up.  

• Following the US Fed rate increases, the Bank of England (BoE) will likely raise 
rates. We expect the European Central Bank (ECB) as well as the Bank of Japan 
(BoJ) to maintain their quantitative easing and zero interest rate policies. The 
Swiss National Bank will stick to its official negative target policy rate. The 
People’s Bank of China (PBoC) is expected to ease further, as is the Reserve Bank 
of India.     

• In the following pages, questions 1-3 address the global outlook for economic 
performance and central banking; 4-12 discuss China, Japan and emerging 
nations; 13-22 deal with Europe; and 23-30 focus on the US.   

• For our full set of forecasts, see Forecasts at a Glance. 
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Global Outlook1 

 
1) In response to slower global growth in 2015, most official forecasts for 2016 have 

been revised down. What is Berenberg’s outlook for 2016, and what are the key 
drivers underlying it? 

We expect global economic growth to pick up modestly from 2015’s mediocre pace. The 
outlook for most developed markets, including the Eurozone, US and Japan, is positive. 
While China’s growth will decelerate gradually, most other emerging nations will struggle, 
with a few major exceptions like India and Mexico.   

Eurozone real GDP will likely expand by 1.6%, supported by improving financial conditions, 
the ECB’s aggressive monetary stimulus, the benefits of prior economic reforms in key 
nations, lower oil prices and the 2015 depreciation of the euro. Inflation will drift up only 
modestly and remain below the ECB’s target of “close to but below 2%”. As long as the tail 
risk of Brexit does not materialise, the UK should grow by 2.3% on the back of firm 
consumer spending and a continuing rebound in the housing market.    

We also expect US growth to strengthen to 2.6%, supported by stronger consumption and 
housing, while the strong US dollar weighs on exports. Upside surprises early in 2016 will 
set a positive tone for the year, following several years during which the US economy 
stumbled in the first quarter. Historically, US growth has been sustained or even 
accelerated as the Fed has raised rates toward a neutral monetary policy. Canada’s economy 
will continue to underperform, dragged down by its heavy reliance on energy and 
commodity exports. We expect Japan to enjoy slightly faster growth in 2016 as increases in 
wages and personal income drive consumption and domestic demand. Its exports will rise 
modestly, despite weakness in Asia, supported by the weak yen along with firm domestic 
demand in Europe and the US. 

China’s sustained strength in consumption and domestic demand – stimulated by more 
monetary easing and infrastructure spending – will offset contraction among export-
related manufacturers. Emerging nations that rely heavily on oil and commodity exports, 
particularly those with large export exposure to China, including The Organization of the 
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) members (and Indonesia), Russia and Brazil, will 
underperform.   

India stands out as the fastest-growing major economy in the world. We project that its 
strength will persist in 2016. Mexico’s economy shows promise, with healthy momentum 
and an expanding industrial base going into 2016, despite weak energy prices. Inept and 
corrupt leadership is compounding Brazil’s deep economic contraction, but Argentina’s 
regime shift and quick implementation of pro-growth policies highlights the potential 
benefits of sound economic policies.   

2) What are the biggest risks and, thinking positively, where are the opportunities 
for positive surprises? 

European politics poses a big risk but may also be the source of an upside surprise. The 
potential for political fracturing stemming from the Brexit referendum and the rise of 
populist protest parties, amid a contentious debate about how to deal with the influx of 
refugees, are clear risks. Germany’s Chancellor Angela Merkel and other European leaders 
must develop and implement reasonable plans while dealing with thorny social issues and 
fringe politicians, who will continue to take potshots and rile the public. Economic 
performance is vulnerable to political shocks. 

On the other hand, the Eurozone economy has been growing consistently since spring 2013, 
and sustained growth in 2016 would put further distance from the financial crisis and boost 
confidence. If political risks do not materialise, growth could improve. In such a case, US 
economic strength could also surprise the consensus, but this would likely be associated 
with unanticipated increases in bond yields.  

A significant financial risk that deserves close scrutiny is the possibility that US Fed rate 
increases will trigger a disorderly capital flight out of underperforming emerging nations and 
prompt a significant lurch toward risk-aversion in global capital markets. The sustained ultra-
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 The sections on the Global Outlook, on the US, China, Japan and on emerging markets outside Europe 
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easy Fed policy and zero interest rates of other central banks have encouraged excess risk-
taking, including large “positive carry” investments in emerging market bonds as global 
portfolio managers have sought high yields in a low interest rate environment. While futures 
markets have already priced in gradual Fed rate increases, the reality of those policy actions 
may jar investment decisions. US and some global corporate bond markets that lack sufficient 
liquidity would be particularly vulnerable to a dramatic shift.  

3) For central banking, 2015 was a year of waiting for the frustratingly tentative US 
Fed to finally begin raising rates. What can be expected of major global central 
banks in 2016? 

The US Fed has clearly stated that its plan is to raise rates very gradually. Our expectation of 
four rate increases during its eight scheduled Federal Open Market Committee meetings in 
2016, which would lift the federal funds rate target to 1.25-1.5% by December 2016, is more 
aggressive than futures markets currently anticipate. The Fed will lean against any 
significant rise in bond yields (particularly mortgage-backed bonds) and, as such, we expect 
it to continue reinvesting maturing assets in its portfolio. We also expect the BoE to raise 
rates, beginning in May 2016, then follow with another rate increase later in the year. This 
should lift the BoE’s bank rate to 1.0% by year-end.   

We look for the ECB to continue its enhanced quantitative easing and zero interest rate 
policy throughout 2016 in its effort to support economic activity and raise inflation toward 
2%. The ECB’s concerns about uncomfortably low inflation will likely persist through 2016. 
The ECB will, in our view, remain focused on indications that the Eurozone’s? monetary 
policy and credit channels are continuing to improve while banks raise their capital 
adequacy standards. We expect the Swiss National Bank to maintain its official policy rate 
of -0.75% (for the three-month LIBOR target) as it deals with ongoing deflation and tries to 
prevent a rise in the exchange rate of the Swiss franc.    

We expect the BoJ will, like the ECB, maintain its aggressive quantitative easing (QE) asset 
purchases and zero interest rate policy. In the first part of 2016, the BoJ will be closely 
monitoring the base wage negotiations of big Japanese businesses as an indicator of the 
success of its aggressively reflationary monetary policy. Among other developed nation 
central banks, the Bank of Canada will likely keep its policy rate low amid commodity-
related concerns. The PBoC is expected to ease monetary policy further and help implement 
additional financial reforms consistent with the goal of internationalising the renminbi and 
modestly loosening restraints on cross-border capital flows.   

Asia, oil and emerging markets 

4) China’s growth slowdown in 2015 and mid-year stock market swoon 
accentuated concerns about global economic and financial performance. What 
can we anticipate in 2016?   

China’s growth will, in our view, continue to decelerate modestly as its economic 
transformation from exports towards consumption and services will continue to proceed 
rapidly. Whereas China’s potential growth continues to slow, the probability of a hard-
landing remains very low. Following heightened global concerns about China’s economy 
and stock market, if China’s relatively strong growth holds up in 2016, as we expect, 
uncertainty may dissipate and lift global confidence. 

China’s export-related manufacturing and investment – its decades-long engine of growth 
– has cracked and is beginning to decline. This reflects slower global growth and, even 
more so, China’s sharp increases in unit labour costs and the significant appreciation in the 
trade-weighted renminbi that have begun to dull its competitive edge. Jobs in the export-
related manufacturing sector have begun to decline, and wage gains are decelerating.   

Meanwhile, domestic demand remains robust, driven by sustained rapid gains in 
consumption and services, along with increases in public and private sector investment. 
Consumers have a lot of pent up purchasing power, reflecting years of rapid growth of 
employment and wages that have lifted personal incomes, as well as very high rates of 
personal saving. Lower energy prices have boosted real purchasing power. These 
fundamentals, along with government initiatives, can sustain robust growth in 
consumption and services.   
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5) What will be the policy responses from China’s leaders? 

China’s leaders are in a bind because the decline in exports is beginning to feed back on 
jobs, wages and personal income. This makes achieving high GDP growth targets more 
difficult. The PBoC will continue to ease monetary policy and likely take further steps 
toward financial market reform. The recent partial lifting of the cap on yields on deposits in 
state-owned enterprise (SOE) banks will raise personal interest income over time. More 
fiscal stimulus is expected, including financial incentives to encourage consumer spending 
following the effective tax incentives for automobile purchases in 2015, along with more 
infrastructure spending. The latter is not consistent with China’s desired transition towards 
a consumption- and services-based economy, and may involve wasteful projects and 
misallocated resources. However, it remains a powerful means of achieving GDP targets.    

Another important policy lever for China is its currency. In the context of China’s sharp 
increases in unit labour costs and declining exports, the renminbi currently is overvalued 
and we expect it to depreciate further on a trade-weighted basis. This is a very sensitive 
issue for China’s leaders following the large negative global response to the PBoC’s 
announced minor devaluation in August 2015. But unless China can quickly transition 
toward higher productivity manufacturing – which is unlikely in the short run – failure to 
allow the renminbi to float down and provide support for exports would result in 
downward pressure on wages and undesirably slower economic growth.  

6) Another big story in 2015 was the continued significant declines in prices of oil 
and commodities. Are these price declines heralding a global economic slump? 

No. The declines in commodity prices, particularly oil, reflect rising supply as much, if not 
more so, than weaker demand. They also reflect the market’s acknowledgment that the 
booming demand for industrial commodities during the so-called China super-cycle has 
ended. This upward shift in supply is positive for economic performance in most developed 
industrial nations and some emerging markets. Just as the soaring commodity prices in the 
final years of the 2002-07 period were not followed by an economic boom, the recent price 
declines do not predict an economic slump. 

While the strengthening of the dollar that began in mid-2014 was the catalyst for lower 
prices of oil and industrial commodities, the stunning surge in US production since 2009 
had already shifted the balance toward excess oil supplies and bloated inventories. The US’s 
technology innovations that dramatically increased extraction efficiencies and reduced 
marginal costs have forced OPEC members and other oil producers to change their 
production and distribution strategies. It is frequently argued that OPEC’s decision not to 
cut oil output reflects an explicit attempt to allow oil prices to drop in order to squeeze US 
shale drillers. This argument misses the critical point that the US’s technological advances 
in extraction – which can be exported to other countries with large reserves – are a game-
changer: OPEC realises that its members’ production decisions no longer drive the oil 
markets like they used to, and they are maintaining production levels out of financial 
necessity. 

Many industrial commodities have very long investment and production schedules. As 
such, their current supply increases are still benefiting from their investment booms that 
continued through China’s super-cycle. Even as investment in these commodities has fallen 
sharply, the excess supply conditions will persist for several years.   

7) How are China’s decelerating growth and lower oil and commodity prices 
affecting the outlook for global growth? What about the currency effects? 

As the world’s second-biggest economy and the manufacturing hub of Asia, China’s trend 
slowdown is contributing to slower growth in Asia and globally. Considered independently, 
all nations are affected, either directly or indirectly, through trade flows and prices of 
tradable goods. But sharply lower prices of oil and commodities associated with China’s 
slowdown are a plus for net oil-importing nations, including European states and the UK, 
the US, Japan, China and India. These nations combined comprise over 75% of global 
output. Whether their spending and output is boosted quickly or with a lag, their private 
and public sectors benefit significantly from the lower oil and commodity prices. Those 
nations with currencies that have depreciated, as they have in Europe and Japan, receive an 
additional positive boost to exports, mitigating the impact of China’s slower growth. Their 
import prices are, however, higher than they would be otherwise.   

The negative impact is concentrated on nations that rely heavily on exports to China and 
exports of oil and commodities whose prices have fallen significantly. This includes OPEC 
members, Russia, Indonesia and those other emerging market economies that are also net 
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energy exporters. Their economic activity, revenues and government budgets are hit 
directly. This is particularly true of oil-exporting nations whose currencies are pegged to 
the US dollar, the near-universal currency for oil transactions (for example, Saudi Arabia). 
Nations whose currencies have depreciated are (partially) protected against their local-
currency measured revenues from energy exports, but their economic activity suffers 
nevertheless in part due to higher prices of non-energy imports (examples: Russia, 
Indonesia). One way or another, their standards of living are reduced. Government efforts 
to support private incomes and spending must do so either through borrowing (if they have 
access to capital markets) or through drawdowns of hard currency reserves, an 
unsustainable strategy if oil prices remain low. For some, fiscal austerity may be inevitable.   

Among developed industrialised nations, Australia and Canada have suffered. 35% of 
Australia’s exports go to China (another 17% go to slowly growing Japan), and 50% of its 
exports are iron ore, coal, gold and petroleum products whose prices have fallen sharply. 
Canada’s exports are 31% of GDP, about 25% of which are energy products and 15% are 
metals and minerals. Both the Australian dollar and the Canadian dollar have depreciated 
by roughly 25% versus the US dollar, mitigating the short-term impact of falling commodity 
prices and weaker global trade. But remember: a lower currency reflects and involves a 
lower standard of living. 

8) What is the impact on global trade? 

For many years, global trade flows were driven by China’s booming exports and its 
aggressive purchases of commodities and materials for current and future production. In 
the last several years, as China’s manufacturing has slowed and begun to contract, its 
imports have fallen significantly faster than exports because commodity prices and 
expectations of China’s commodity purchases in the future have adjusted down.  

Even if China’s economic growth slows only marginally, the dramatic shift in its 
composition toward consumption and services, and its lower reliance on exports, will have 
a marked impact on trade flows. Trade flows among Asian nations and others that provide 
inputs into China’s manufacturing sectors, including durable goods and materials, will 
remain constrained, while trade of consumer goods and services will remain robust.    

In bn Yuan, sa. Source: China Customs 

9) Japan’s economy has sputtered since its VAT hike in spring 2014. Will Japan 
have a better year in 2016, and what indicators will signal malaise or point 
toward growth?  

Japan’s real GDP growth is projected to accelerate in 2016 to 1.0% from 0.6% in 2015 but its 
economic reforms to date have not been sufficient to materially lift sustainable long-run 
growth. The BoJ estimates that long-run potential growth is 0.5%, reflecting productivity 
gains that barely offset Japan’s declining population and labour force. The BoJ is more 
optimistic about 2016 economic performance, projecting 1.4% real GDP growth. 

Chart 1Chart 1Chart 1Chart 1::::    Chinese exports and importsChinese exports and importsChinese exports and importsChinese exports and imports        
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In 2016, Japan’s economy will continue to benefit from the BoJ’s quantitative and qualitative 
easing (QQE, which involves purchases of Japan’s sovereign debt plus an array of other 
financial assets), sharply lower energy prices and the lagged impact of the weaker yen on 
exports and profits. However, to date wage increases have been disappointing, reflecting 
the hesitancy of businesses despite healthy gains in profits. This has constrained personal 
income gains and consumption. Private consumer spending has barely risen and remains 
way below its level prior to the spring 2014 VAT hike. Industrial production contracted in 
2015 and business investment spending growth has been soft.   

What will jump-start the economy? The Abe administration is urging higher base wages, 
and, with rising profits and mounting business cash, wage negotiations in spring 2016 may 
result in healthier gains. The administration has also announced a reduction in corporate 
tax rates and corporate governance initiatives aimed at raising targeted returns and 
encouraging capital spending and dividend distributions. 2016 should be a better year, but 
the Abe administration is intent on raising the VAT again in 2017 in an attempt to reduce 
the government’s primary deficit, which may induce yet another slump in consumption. 

While Prime Minister Shinzō Abe’s lower corporate taxes and governance initiatives are 
promising, meaningful reforms that address immigration policy and the burdensome web 
of economic and labour regulations that are critical to lifting sustainable potential growth 
are sorely lacking.   

10) Most emerging market nations are generally suffering, but are any doing okay? 

India is outperforming, with real GDP growth exceeding 7%, and its intermediate-term 
outlook for even stronger growth is favourable. India’s inflation has declined much faster 
than earlier anticipated, which gives the Reserve Bank of India room to ease monetary 
policy further. It is a major beneficiary of lower energy costs. Meanwhile, Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi continues to implement – slowly but surely – an array of pro-growth 
reform initiatives.  

The Indian government has allocated more finances to sorely needed infrastructure 
building, while most of its other reform initiatives will take a lot longer to implement: 
breaking down crippling bureaucratic regulations and barriers; cleansing government 
corruption; and streamlining state taxes and border fees. There has been headway on 
financial reforms, including universal banking. Patience in implementation is required; 
even slow and modest progress would make India more attractive. 

Mexico sustained moderate growth in domestic demand in 2015 and exports rose strongly, 
as the weaker Mexican peso offset the negative effects of lower energy prices and modest 
growth in the US, Mexico’s dominant trading partner. Disappointingly, however, the tumble 
in energy prices has delayed implementation of Mexico’s very favourable energy reform 
legislation, enacted in 2014. Mexico continues to broaden its industrial base and gains in 
employment and earnings supported healthy gains in consumer spending in the second 
half of 2015. It would be a big beneficiary of any pick up in US economic growth. Mexico 
continues to suffer from the grey cloud cast by criminal activity. Such activity is prevalent in 
many industries, raising safety concerns and adding to the costs of production. 
Nevertheless, the growth outlook for 2016 is favourable.   

Countering these positive outlooks, Brazil – the world’s seventh largest economy – remains 
a serious concern. Its economy has contracted by roughly 4.5% in the last year, and its 
capital spending has plummeted, while its inflation has increased to 10%. The abysmal 
performance reflects inept leadership that has been pursuing policies that harm economic 
activity against a backdrop of widespread corruption and a lack of confidence. These factors 
have greatly accentuated the negative effects of Brazil’s sizeable exposure to trade with 
China and its reliance on energy and commodity exports. The question is, for a nation that 
would have such high potential growth if the right set of policies were in place, how long 
will the citizenry put up with the current leadership before it forces a new and presumably 
more capable government? 

Argentina, the second biggest economy in Latin America, provides a positive contrast: its 
recent economic performance has been damaged by 25% inflation, unsustainable deficit 
spending and anti-growth populist policies and regulations. However, newly-elected 
President Mauricio Macri is attempting to quickly improve performance with what 
effectively is economic shock therapy. Initiatives include tax cuts and fiscal restraint, the 
roll back of export taxes and, in general, the removal of many of the damaging populist 
policies, as well as the appointment of a new head of the central bank whose goal is to 
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reduce inflation. While it remains uncertain whether the Argentinean electorate will allow 
President Macri to implement these policies, the wildly positive financial market responses 
highlight the potential rewards of shifts to pro-growth initiatives.  

11) Will 2016 be another year of strong GDP performance in central eastern Europe 
(Poland, Hungary, the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Romania)? 

2015 was a successful year for the central European economies (CEE) overall. GDP grew 
significantly faster than the EU average (around 3.5% versus approximately 1.8% for the 
EU), driven by rising private consumption and a booming automotive industry. The 
tailwinds of lower energy prices, rising employment, higher salaries, beneficial monetary 
policies, the Eurozone’s continuing recovery and strong export growth, helped by a 
weakening of CEE currencies, will likely remain supportive in 2016. Furthermore, the CEEs 
will continue to receive large amounts of EU cohesion funds to boost infrastructure 
spending over the coming years. This is worth around 2-3% of GDP per year. Demand in 
Poland, the largest CEE, will be supported by the increased social spending plans of the new 
PIS government and a dovish central bank. However, increased social spending and the 
reversal of a law to raise the retirement age may weigh on supply in the long run. In 
addition, there is a risk that the right wing policies of the new rulers and a rising budget 
deficit may lead to a conflict with the EU that could possibly force the EU to freeze some of 
its cohesion fund payments. 

Another, albeit smaller, risk for CEEs is the large exposure of the industrial sector to the 
Volkswagen Group, which could suffer from the emission scandal. If so, Volkswagen may 
reduce future investments in CEE countries. In the past, however, CEEs had been quite 
resilient and creative in a crisis. For example, Poland was the only EU country to avoid 
recession in 2009, and it has been able to grow total exports significantly over the last two 
years, despite export bans and economic turmoil in Russia and Ukraine. 

12) What is to be expected from Russia and Turkey in 2016? 

The Russian economy has suffered significantly from the combination of costly military 
campaigns, western sanctions and the rout in commodity prices. A large portion of Russia’s 
budget revenues come from taxes on energy exports, and low oil prices pose a big challenge 
for economic activity. In 2015, however, Russia managed to avoid a larger collapse in GDP 
as the sharp decline in the ruble to record lows limited the damage of lower commodity 
prices to the domestic economy. Sustained low oil prices would make a V-shaped recovery 
unlikely. Instead, we expect the economy to contract further in 2016. Russia will likely 
continue to suffer from high inflation. This might delay and limit rate cuts by the Central 
Bank of Russia (CBR), which could constrain growth in credit and domestic demand. 
Furthermore, economic sanctions will likely remain in place for at least the first half of 
2016, restricting access to capital and reducing investment activity. This may postpone any 

recovery in  consumer and business confidence. 

 Turkey imports around 90% of its energy and has profited significantly from lower energy 
prices. This has contributed to a reduction in its notoriously high current account deficit to 
around 5% of GDP in 2015. According to the latest estimates, the economy grew in 2015 by 
around 3% amid an increase in private consumption, while headline fiscal metrics remain 
favourable. This is quite impressive, considering that Turkey only recently finished a nearly 
two-year electoral cycle, its central bank rates are high amid elevated inflation and it has a 
large exposure to the Middle Eastern crisis. In our baseline scenario for 2016, we expect 
Turkish economic growth to remain fairly resilient, with rising employment, higher 
minimum wages (from around TRY950 or USD330 to TRY1,300 or USD450) and a more 
supportive monetary policy.   

The potential headwinds for Turkey in 2016 include: (1) a costly conflict with the Kurdish 
minority; (2) the negative impact of the Russian sanction on Turkish tourism; (3) a further 
escalation of the Syrian crisis; and (4) the continuation of capital outflows (the unwinding 
of the carry trade amid US Fed rate hikes), which may drive up bond yields and weaken the 
Turkish lira further. This would put more pressure on corporate balance sheets, which have 
relatively high US dollar debt exposure. On the other hand, Turkey might profit from: (1) 
higher EU support provided to stem the flow of refugees over the Turkish border to Greece; 
(2) new business opportunities amid the “opening” of Iran; and (3) improved export 
competitiveness following a sizeable 40% drop in the exchange rate versus the USD over the 
last two years. 
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Europe 

13) Eurozone economic performance improved in 2015. Will it continue to do so in 
2016?   

After years in the doldrums, the Eurozone returned to almost trend growth last year as 
private consumption, housing investment and government spending picked up. We expect 
more of the same for 2016. The tailwind from cheaper oil prices will continue to blow. But it 
will boost the growth rate of consumption by less than in 2015 as some of the windfall gain 
has now been spent already. However, continuing modest increases in employment in line 
with the 1.1% rate of employment growth recorded in Q3 2015 will support consumer 
confidence and spending. In addition, a fiscal stimulus worth roughly 0.3% of GDP will add 
to domestic demand. Some countries, such as Germany, are raising government spending 
to house and feed refugees; other countries, such as Italy, are lowering taxes. Meanwhile, 
Spain and Portugal are reversing some of the spending cuts imposed during the euro crisis.  

Despite the weakness of the euro exchange rate versus the US dollar and the British pound, 
net exports contributed little to Eurozone growth in 2015. As double-digit gains in exports 
to the US and the UK were partly offset by declining exports to emerging markets, overall 
exports rose by around 4.5%, trailing slightly behind the increase in real imports of almost 
5%. Because of a major fall in prices for energy imports, the Eurozone’s current account 
surplus nonetheless rose from 2.3% of GDP in 2014 to around 3% in 2015. For 2016, we 
expect exports and imports to expand apace again, leaving a neutral contribution of net 
exports to demand growth. Whereas the worst of the declines in exports to crisis-ridden 
emerging markets such as Brazil should soon be over, the rise in exports to the US and the 
UK may no longer be as spectacular as it was last year.  

A further expansion of trade bodes well for a modest increase in business investment. On 
balance, we expect the Eurozone economy to grow by 1.6% in 2016, marginally ahead of the 
1.5% rate of 2015. 
 

Eurozone private consumption, yoy change in %. Source: Eurostat 

14) Which Eurozone members are supporting the growth outlook and which are a 
drag?   

The bitter medicine of austerity and reforms has mostly worked in the Eurozone. Those 
member countries that had been forced by the euro crisis to pursue serious labour market 
and other structural reforms are now growing faster than those that have not. Reaping the 
rewards of structural reforms and benefiting from a rebound in their real estate markets, 
Ireland and Spain will likely remain the top performers in the Eurozone in 2016, as they 
were in 2015 already. Amid mounting political uncertainty, the pace of Spanish growth will 
probably slow down modestly from the above 3% rate attained in 2015.  

Chart 2Chart 2Chart 2Chart 2: Eurozone consumption: Eurozone consumption: Eurozone consumption: Eurozone consumption    
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German growth will likely be roughly in line with that of the Eurozone average again. Extra 
spending on refugees could add up to a German fiscal stimulus of 0.5% of GDP. However, 
Germany, with its big and heavily export-oriented manufacturing sector, suffers more than 
other Eurozone members from the drop in exports to many emerging markets.  

France and Italy will remain among the Eurozone laggards with growth of 1.3% and 1.0%, 
respectively. After six years of either recession or virtual stagnation, 1% growth can be 
counted as a success for Italy. Without the labour market reform of early 2015, the country 
would probably be growing hardly at all. In Italy’s reformed labour market, growth of 1% 
suffices to reduce unemployment, which we expect to drop from 12.3% in mid-2015 to 11.0% 
by the end of 2016. For France, however, the modest pace of recovery will not be enough to 
bring unemployment down in a meaningful way. 

At the bottom of the Eurozone growth league, Greece and Finland will struggle to escape 
their recessions. The Greek recession is the consequence of reform reversals of 2015 and, in 
the case of Finland, it reflects the need for serious fiscal and structural adjustment after 
years of structural and fiscal decline. 

15) While Germany, Ireland, Spain and Italy are now benefiting from earlier 
economic reforms, France’s reform efforts have not kept pace. Is this a problem 
for the EU? What are France’s prospects compared to Germany?    

It takes serious labour market and welfare reforms to unlock the potential of a mature 
European economy. The UK continues to benefit from the reforms that Margaret Thatcher 
enacted against heavy resistance in the 1980s and Germany continues to benefit from 
Gerhard Schröder’s “Agenda 2010” reforms of 2004, while Spain is enjoying a major 
rebound in growth and employment courtesy of its own reforms of 2012-14 under Prime 
Minister Mariano Rajoy. Despite some tinkering at the margins, France has not yet 
delivered any serious reforms. As a result, France is the only major country in Europe in 
which unemployment has not yet started to fall in a meaningful way. Its economic 
performance will lag behind that of Germany and the Eurozone average until France finally 
liberalises its labour market. Although the current socialist administration seems to finally 
understand what needs to be done, it lacks the political stamina to push through decisive 
reforms. 

For other EU countries, the fact that one of their major trading partners continues to 
underperform is a modest problem. The real risks are more political than economic, 
though. To the extent that a lack of employment prospects feeds right-wing and left-wing 
populist protest parties, it casts a shadow over the future cohesion of the EU as a whole. 
While the right-wing Front National looks highly unlikely to win the 2017 elections in 
France, its rise remains among the tail risks to be watched. 

16) Now that the ECB has enhanced its QE programme, do the monetary policy 
channels seem to be working, and what is happening in private sector credit 
flows? How is the ECB’s role as the financial backstop of the Eurozone 
supporting economic performance? 

By and large, monetary policy is working in the Eurozone. The round of ECB easing that 
started in June 2014 and culminated in a major asset purchase programme including 
sovereign bonds in January 2015 has helped to return the Eurozone to a growth rate that is 
almost in line with the long-run trend of 1.7%. But, as elsewhere in the western world, 
banking systems and financial markets now transmit any monetary stimulus less directly 
and less effectively to the real economy than before. In the wake of the post-Lehman mega-
recession, banks, households, companies and investors are still more risk-averse and more 
inclined to hoard liquidity, and less inclined to borrow, than before. As a result, it takes a 
stronger monetary impulse to lift aggregate demand than in previous economic cycles.  

After a period of painful hesitation until mid-2012, the ECB turned more aggressive in two 
stages. It ended the systemic euro crisis when it stepped forward as the lender of last resort in 
the summer of 2012, announcing that it would do all it takes to keep all euro members who play 
by the rules of the club in the euro. Ever since, crises in individual countries such as Greece have 
triggered virtually no financial contagion effects to other states. In a second stage, the ECB 
moved towards a major asset purchase programme from June 2014 onwards. As a result, the 
credit cycle has turned up. Following a period of declines in the volume of outstanding loans 
until late 2014, loans to households expanded by 1.2% year-on-year in October 2015 while loans 
to non-financial companies rose at an annual rate of 0.6%. Loan growth remains modest, but 
indicators of credit conditions and credit demand point to slightly faster loan growth ahead. 
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That the ECB scaled up its stimulus programme slightly in December 2015, extending the 
minimum duration of its monthly asset purchases of EUR60bn from September 2016 to 
March 2017, will make only a modest difference to demand growth in 2016. As the ECB had 
led markets to expect a further stimulus, the exchange rate in autumn 2015 already 
reflected the stimulus to come. Without this exchange rate effect and a marginal further 
easing of liquidity and borrowing conditions through extended asset purchases, Eurozone 
growth in 2016 might have been about 0.1ppt lower than it will be in the wake of the new 
ECB stimulus decision. 

17) Inflation is below the ECB’s long-run target. Is this really a concern for 
economic performance, and what is the outlook for inflation? 

The widespread concerns about deflation risks in the Eurozone never made much sense. 
Lower energy prices boost the real purchasing power of consumers and enhance the long-
term profitability of domestic investment. Incidentally, the major Eurozone member with the 
fastest rate of GDP growth in 2015, Spain, was also the one with the most pronounced decline 
in consumer prices (-0.6%). As public and private borrowing costs have fallen by much more 
at the Eurozone periphery than core inflation, concerns that unexpectedly low inflation 
makes debt burdens more difficult to bear are also misplaced. Most debtors can refinance 
their debt over time at very favourable rates.   

Low inflation gives the ECB room to keep policy very accommodative. Core inflation, excluding 
energy and food, has rebounded slightly from a trough of 0.3% year-on-year in spring 2015 to 
around 1% in the autumn, reflecting partly the devaluation of the euro. A modestly firmer 
labour market can nudge core inflation up slightly over time to rates of around 1.2% in late 2016 
and 1.5% in late 2017. As the base effects from earlier declines in energy prices drop out of the 
year-on-year comparison, we look for headline inflation to gradually edge up towards the core 
rate. But barring a major rebound in oil prices, it will probably take until early 2018 before 
headline inflation reaches the ECB’s target of “close to but below 2%”. 

18) The UK economy has continued to grow solidly. Can such growth be sustained 
and if so, where will it come from? 

Yes. But continued expansion in short-term domestic demand is likely to remain the key 
factor pushing the economy forward while trade remains a significant drag on growth. 
Growth will come from domestic-oriented services, which account for 80% of both GDP and 
of the total workforce. The sector is already up by 11% on its pre-crisis peak. This has been 
driven by solid gains in employment, moderate wage growth, a boost from cheap oil and, 
recently, consumer credit growth at a decade high. This has generated a self-sustaining cycle 
of gains in the labour market and consumption that we predict will continue. Since other 
sectors are still extremely weak, a further rise in GDP rests upon a continued expansion of the 
services industry. Its resilience to election risk and mounting foreign concerns in 2015 
suggests it can withstand the threats on the horizon, predominantly, the EU referendum. 

Index levels for output, 2008=100. Source: ONS, Berenberg calculations 

 

Chart 3Chart 3Chart 3Chart 3: UK sector breakdown : UK sector breakdown : UK sector breakdown : UK sector breakdown     
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However, the extraordinary weakness post-Lehman in the UK’s other industries is likely to 
persist in 2016. Industrial and construction are down by 9% and 4%, respectively, against 
pre-crisis peaks. Going forward, stagnant productivity, strong sterling and weak foreign 
demand are likely to hold down export-oriented manufacturing for at least another year. As 
a result, industrial output (manufacturing is the largest sub-sector) will at best see marginal 
growth in 2016 with risks to the downside if the BoE’s rate hikes further strengthen 
sterling. However, continued sluggishness in construction output will remain more of a 
puzzle given the clear signs of strength in domestic demand. The persistence of rising 
material and labour costs alongside weak industrial and commercial construction suggest a 
range of both demand and supply issues in the sector. If unresolved in 2016, the post-
Lehman precedent for considerable volatility in output is likely to persist. For this reason, it 
remains uncertain whether construction will contribute positively or negatively to GDP 
growth. 

On balance, policy risk is neutral. Even with rate hikes, monetary policy will remain 
accommodative. But any boost to nominal demand will be broadly offset by continued fiscal 
contraction. The single biggest risk to the growth outlook is the EU referendum – likely in 
June 2016. Importantly, we see a Brexit as a 30% risk rather than a baseline scenario. Still, if 
opinion polls continue to show a close split in the run-up to the vote, it could begin to have 
a modest effect on activity. For 2016, we look for the economy to grow at around trend of 
2.3%, with risks to the downside if the Brexit threat rises or if domestic momentum begins 
to ease. 

19) In the light of this outlook, what is expected of the BoE’s monetary policy? Are 
the BoE’s policy deliberations tied in any way to the monetary policies of either 
the ECB or the US Fed? 

We expect the BoE to begin to gradually tighten its policy with a 25bp rise in the bank rate 
in May, followed up by a further 25bp hike in December. This will take the bank rate to 1.0% 
by the end of the 2016. Rate rises will take place as inflation recovers and the economy 
continues along a stable growth path. In terms of the impact on the economy, the path of 
tightening is far more important than the precise timing of the first rate hike. The Monetary 
Policy Committee (MPC) has, therefore, provided guidance that when rates rise, they will do 
so only gradually and will be lower than in the past. The MPC has also stated that the 
GBP375bn of assets accumulated through the QE programme will not be run down until the 
policy rate is at least 2%. So, even with hikes, monetary policy will remain highly supportive 
of economic expansion into the intermediate term.  

Yoy change in %. Source: ONS 
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The influence of other central banks on the BoE will, in our view, mostly be limited to the 
latter’s consideration of the effects of the exchange rate on trade and, to a lesser extent, 
inflation. As such, the BoE will be most concerned about the ECB. 50% of UK trade is with the 
EU and, since 2011, the UK’s bilateral trade deficit with the EU has more than doubled. This 
occurred in conjunction with a 20% appreciation in sterling against the euro. Since the trade 
deficit is already a significant drag on UK growth, the BoE will remain very cautious about 
raising rates if doing so could lead to a further significant deterioration in the trade deficit. 
But looking ahead, it is likely that continued improvements in economic conditions in the 
Eurozone will mean more for sterling-euro pricing than ECB or BoE policy. Therefore, in 2016 
we see only a low risk of a strong sterling appreciation coming from a BoE hike.  

It was long thought that the BoE would raise rates soon after the US Fed’s first hike. 
However, the dovish communications from the MPC since the Fed hike, which include 
concerns about the persistence of low inflation and its possible effect on price-setting 
behaviour, suggest the BoE is more hesitant about a rise than we had previously 
anticipated. Low inflation can be explained by transitory and idiosyncratic factors, such as 
falling oil prices and strong competition among supermarkets driving down food prices. 
Still, zero inflation through most of 2015 has softened the MPC’s convictions that prices will 
begin to recover in 2016. In turn, the MPC has not yet issued guidance on the likely timing 
of the first hike. Furthermore, now that the BoE has also been given regulatory powers 
since the crisis, it has indicated that it prefers to target specific areas of excess credit growth 
with its powers rather than implement a traditional rate rise that would affect all market 
rates. Accordingly, we expect the BoE to wait until May for the first hike, by which time we 
believe inflation will be on a clear upward trajectory, giving the MPC the conviction to act.   

20) More than 1m refugees entered Europe in 2015 and the influx will continue in 
2016. Beyond the social issues and implications, what are the economic 
consequences of this in both the near and the long term? 

Relative to the EU’s overall population of 510m, the inflow of refugees presents no more 
than a modest economic challenge. However, the vast majority of refugees are heading for a 
small number of countries, mostly Germany, Sweden and Austria. For these countries, the 
influx of refugees added 1% or more to their resident populations in 2015. 

Germany is by far the biggest of the countries concerned. It received about 1m refugees in 
2015, adding 1.2% to its resident population of 81m. Even if the inflow of refugees slows 
down significantly in 2016 as Europe puts pressure on Turkey to police its borders again 
and as Germany sends home more of those immigrants who come for economic reasons 
rather than for protection from war or persecution, the extra spending on refugees in 
Germany will amount to at least 0.5% of German GDP in 2016. As Germany will not hike 
taxes or cut other expenditure to cover these costs, the result is a straight fiscal stimulus. 
With a fiscal surplus of around 0.7% of GDP in 2014 and 2015, Germany can easily afford 
these extra expenditures. 

The long-run impact depends very much on the policy response. The demographic profile 
of the refugees is positive: they are mostly young and eager to work. However, few of them 
speak any German and their professional skills are mostly far below German standards. 
According to some estimates, only 10% of them are currently suitable for the kind of jobs 
which Germany’s booming labour market has to offer.  

If Germany reacts to the challenge by investing sufficient resources into training those 
refugees who will be allowed to stay and making its labour market more flexible, especially 
at the low-wage end, the refugees could be part of the solution to Germany’s demographic 
problem (it has a birth rate of just 1.5 per woman rather than the 2.1 needed to stabilise the 
population in the long run). But if Germany fails to integrate the immigrants, it could end 
up with French-style problems: huge numbers of unemployed and disenchanted second 
generation immigrants who cluster in run-down parts of major cities and exacerbate social 
and political issues.   

Our best guess is that Germany, with its very low rate of youth unemployment and its 
ability to spend extra money, will eventually manage to integrate the vast majority of the 
refugees who are allowed to stay. If so, the short-term fiscal burden could turn into a 
modest long-term positive. Judging by how smaller numbers of immigrants from Syria , 
Iraq and Afghanistan have fared in Germany in the past, it may take some five years until 
roughly half of the current influx have a job and some 10 years before they reach an 
employment rate of above 70% and, hence, turn into significant net contributors to public 
finances.  
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21) The challenges posed by refugees and terrorism make the mid-2015 concerns 
about Greece seem trivial. What are the biggest implications in terms of politics, 
threats to key political leaders and threats of heightened nationalism? 

Despite all the global hype about Greece, its problems never posed a serious threat to the 
Eurozone. Ever since the ECB made it clear in mid-2012 that it would no longer allow 
financial contagion to spread from tiny Greece (2% of the Eurozone) to the region as a whole, 
the travails of Greece have had as much impact on the overall Eurozone economy as the debt 
problems of Puerto Rico have on the US. The Eurozone enjoyed its best growth in five years at 
the time when the Greek issue came to a head in the first seven months of 2015. 

The risk of a populist backlash against migration poses a much bigger challenge. Large-
scale immigration raises serious issues of national culture and identity. As immigrants 
often compete with locals for low-end jobs and low-end real estate, some backlash against 
immigration is normal, in the US as well as in Europe – within the EU (UK, Austria) as well 
as outside it (Switzerland).   

The problem for Europe is that its supranational institutions – including the EU and the 
shared currency of 19 countries, the euro – are easier to break than the institutions of a 
nation state. Across Europe, the right-wing populists who rail most vocally against 
immigration are usually strongly anti-European as well. They try to undermine the political 
will to keep Europe together. In the US, an unlikely election victory for a right-wing 
populist would not put the US constitution or the existence of the US dollar at risk. In 
Europe, an outright populist victory in just one major national election or referendum could 
spell a serious crisis for – or possibly even a break-up of – the EU or the euro. 

Fortunately, Europe probably has time to tackle the issues. None of the major countries in 
the Eurozone (Germany, France, Italy) is holding a national election in 2016. Until elections 
due in spring 2017 (France), autumn 2017 (Germany) and spring 2018 (Italy), Europe can 
work to slow down the inflow of refugees and start to integrate those who are allowed to 
stay, hence defusing the issue. Furthermore, most immigrants are heading for Germany. 
Courtesy of its strong labour market, its fiscal surplus and its post-war aversion to right-
wing populists, Germany is better placed than almost any other country in the developed 
world to cope with the inflow of migrants. Right-wing populists will likely make waves at 
German regional elections on 13 March 2016, but they will not get anywhere close to actual 
power. 

Of course, a series of major terror attacks could change the political calculus, putting the 
fate of political leaders, including German chancellor Merkel, at risk in 2016. But we 
consider this a small tail risk. For example, if faced with a serious external challenge, 
Germany’s political mainstream would probably close ranks rather than fracture. 

22) How big a threat is UK’s vote on whether to exit the EU? The situation seems 
fluid; what are the key factors that may determine the outcome, and what are 
the implications? 

For the UK economy, the possibility of an exit from the EU is the single biggest tail-risk to 
growth in 2016 and beyond. We assign a 30% probability to Brexit. It is not our central 
scenario. Even if Prime Minister David Cameron manages to negotiate a new deal for 
Britain with some modest changes to four key areas – economic governance, 
competitiveness, sovereignty and immigration – the European migrant crisis of late 2015 in 
conjunction with a perceived lack of progress on stemming the flow of immigrants to the 
UK in recent years means there is a significant risk that the vote for EU membership 
becomes a de facto vote on immigration. Based on 2015 poll averages, 55% would vote in 
favour of staying in the EU and 45% would want to leave. However, data for the same period 
shows that nearly a fifth of voters are uncertain; this could be enough to shift the vote in 
favour of an exit. If it turns out that Mr Cameron’s likely deal with the EU does not sit well 
with the British public, the risk of an exit could rise. 

We do not, however, see this as a likely outcome. Typically, when it comes to issues with large 
economic implications, Britons tend to vote with their wallets and, as the opinion polls have 
repeatedly demonstrated, on balance, the UK recognises the benefits of remaining a member 
of the EU. Furthermore, while it is unlikely that Cameron will manage to push through some 
of his most far-reaching policies, such as the proposed four-year block on benefits to EU 
migrants, we expect him to deliver a deal that he can sell to the British public. It is important 
to remember that Mr Cameron is pro-EU and a consensus of EU leaders would like the UK to 
remain a member. As such, knowing that the vote could hinge on immigration, it is likely that 
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EU leaders will find some resolution. Most likely, it will come as some form of emergency 
brake on the free movement of people to the UK if UK public services came under strain or a 
hamper of small concessions that Mr Cameron can list on a “vote to stay” dossier which we 
expect him to issue before a likely vote in June.  

If the UK voted to leave, the risk of an immediate and severe weakening in economic activity 
would be very high and we would not rule out a recession. Consumer and business sentiment 
could decline sharply, leading to a slowdown in consumption and business investment. There 
would be a sharp rise in uncertainty about how a Brexit would be managed – the future of 
London as a financial centre and the development of the UK’s trade relationship with its 
biggest market, the EU, would be key questions. There could also be implications for sterling 
if the viability of the UK’s persistently high current account deficit was brought into question. 
Medium- to long-term prospects for the economy would be markedly weaker and policy 
support would be required. However, under the most likely scenario, which is that the UK 
votes to stay, economic activity will be affected only modestly and this will depend upon how 
the risk fluctuates as the referendum nears.  

For the other EU countries, a Brexit would be a political rather than economic event. It 
might be seen by some as a potential precedent: European integration can go into reverse. 
Populist politicians in other EU countries would clamour for holding a referendum as well. 
As markets may discuss whether France or Italy might potentially face such a referendum 
at some time in the future, yield spreads within the Eurozone may rise. Wider spreads and 
political uncertainty could also impair business confidence and economic performance. Our 
best guess is that, should the UK decide to leave the EU, Germany and France would start a 
major political initiative to strengthen the cohesion of the Eurozone in order to pre-empt 
any serious market discussion about a potential risk to the stability of the single currency.  
 

US 

23) The US economy is in its seventh consecutive year of expansion, but average 
growth of 2.2% has been disappointingly slow. What is the outlook for 2016 and 
what are the key sources of growth? 

We expect the US economy to strengthen in 2016, growing by approximately 2.6%. Unlike 
either 2014 or 2015, when the economy stumbled in Q1, upside surprises early in 2016 could 
lift expectations. Healthy sustained employment gains will push down the unemployment 
rate, and tight labour markets will exert upward pressures on wages. If both real and nominal 
GDP accelerate modestly, as we expect, core inflation will rise nearly simultaneously. Our 
hunch is that wages and inflation will surprise to the upside in the second half of the year. 

Sustained healthy increases in real disposable personal income (it has risen by 3.5% in the last 
year) driven by gains in employment and wages will lift consumption and still allow for a 
moderate rate of personal saving. The lower prices of both oil and non-petroleum imports. 

Yoy change in %. Source: Bureau of Labour Statistics 
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(down by 3.5% in the last year) have boosted purchasing power and sustained lower oil prices 
will support stronger spending with a lag. Housing activity is expected to continue to improve, 
driven by: low mortgage rates; low unemployment and greater confidence; rising rental costs 
relative to costs of homeownership; and a gradual increase in new families. Another expected 
contributor to economic growth in 2016 will be faster government consumption and 
purchases, particularly on the state and local levels that are expected to increase hiring, 
spending and investment, reflecting the vast improvement in their governments’ finances. 

In 1000s; 3 month moving average. Source: Census Bureau  

 
The strong US dollar will continue to weigh on exports in 2016. Healthy growth in domestic 
demand will lift imports, resulting in a modest widening to the trade deficit that will reduce 
GDP relative to domestic demand. Business fixed investment is expected to continue to 
grow, but not as fast as suggested by the high levels of profits and cash, and the very low 
costs of capital. The contraction of the energy sector will continue to be a drag on capital 
spending; more importantly, capital spending and business expansion plans will remain 
constrained by mounting burdens of government regulations and related uncertainties 
about economic policies, both on the federal and local levels.  

Despite these weaknesses, 2016 holds promise for some pleasant positive surprises.  

24) What is the risk of recession? What are the biggest concerns as we enter 2016? 

The probability of a US recession is low. From a cyclical standpoint, the real economy is 
showing little of the types of troublesome imbalances that have emerged at the latter stages 
of prior expansions. Employment is not excessive relative to output and wages, and unit 
labour costs are relatively low. Business margins are high and inventories are low, and 
household and business balance sheets are reasonably healthy. The dramatically lower oil 
prices will provide long-term benefits to economic performance. Monetary policy is 
extremely accommodative, and the yield curve is steeply positive. Based on historical 
experience, these indicators suggest the economy is in the mature stage of a cyclical 
expansion that has a way to go. 

As we enter 2016, corporate profits pose a cyclical risk (question 30 considers a critical 
longer-run risk). After rising to an all-time high, corporate profits have flattened. Earlier 
efficiencies and improved production processes generated high margins despite only 
moderate economic growth. Margins are now under pressure from two angles: wages and 
unit labour costs are rising while only modest top-line revenue growth is constraining 
business pricing power; and the stronger dollar and weak global demand has harmed 
profits of multi-national businesses. We anticipate that a pick up in economic growth 
(broadly reflected in stronger nominal GDP growth) will lift top-line revenue growth and 
profits. Without this boost, weak profits would constrain business hiring and investment 
spending, and make the investment environment difficult as anticipated Fed rate increases 
exert downward pressure on price/earnings multiples.  

Chart Chart Chart Chart 6666: : : : US housing startsUS housing startsUS housing startsUS housing starts    
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25) How has the economic landscape changed since the financial crisis and deep 
recession of 2008-09?  

US households have been notably cautious financially. As they have repaired their balance 
sheets, facilitated in part by artificially low interest rates, consumers have been spending on 
big-ticket items, such as autos and household durables. However, they have been relying less 
on debt, and saving in other areas. Consumer non-revolving debt for automobile purchases 
and student loans have been growing rapidly, while outstanding credit card and mortgage 
debts have been rising modestly and outstanding home equity loans – the major source of 
credit growth during the housing bubble – have been falling persistently. So, while total 
household debt has receded slightly, cash flow debt service costs have fallen a lot.   

Furthermore, while household net worth has risen to all-time highs, the wealth effect – the 
impact of the change in wealth on the propensity to spend disposable income – has been far 
lower than before the financial crisis. 

Overall, corporate balance sheets have improved substantially, even as businesses have 
significantly raised their debt, largely through bond issuance. Many businesses have taken 
advantage of the artificially low bond yields and have restructured their liabilities, locking in 
low-cost financing for years to come. Just like in every prior expansion, debt problems emerge 
over time. In this cycle, the problem areas are the explosion in government-financed student 
loans and outstanding credit in the oil/shale industry. 

26) The strength of the US dollar has been identified as a key factor that hurts US 
economic performance. Is this a fair assessment?  

The impact of the stronger dollar cuts both ways. In the last year, the dollar has appreciated 
by 13% versus major currencies and 12% versus the Fed’s Other Important Trading Partners 
(OITP) index, which includes most emerging nations. This has clearly constrained US 
exports, which account for 13% of US GDP. However, the stronger dollar has contributed to 
the lower oil prices and has also reduced prices of imports – prices of non-petroleum 
imports have fallen by 3.4% in the last year. This has increased consumer purchasing power 
and lowered inflation – both headline and core measures – and has likely dampened 
inflationary expectations and lower bond yields, which are clear plusses for the economy. 

Controlling for inflation and inflationary expectations in the US relative to other nations, 
the stronger real US dollar reflects the US’s comparatively strong economic performance 
and higher expected rates of return in dollar-denominated assets. Its appreciation in recent 
years has been appropriate.   

The Fed, in our view, overstates the downside effects of the strong dollar while seemingly 
de-emphasising the upside associations. In particular, it seems to understate the close 
correlation between the dollar and the prices of oil and commodities, and their combined 
effects on economic performance. Clearly, the impact of the stronger dollar varies by 
industry. We expect it to continue to exert downward pressure on the profits of US multi-
national firms, but it should also be associated with healthy profits of domestically-oriented 
businesses.   

27) Now that the Fed has taken the first step toward raising rates back toward a 
“new normal”, what are the implications for economic and financial 
performance? 

The economic impact of the Fed’s initial rate increases in 2016 will be negligible, in our view. 
However, we expect more turmoil in financial markets. The real Fed funds rate will remain 
negative. Monetary policy will continue to be extremely accommodative and not harm the 
economy. A gradual rise in rates will simply be a reflection of improving economic conditions. 
During prior Fed rate increase cycles, economic growth was always sustained or even 
accelerated, reflecting the lagged effect of monetary policy on the economy. 

The futures markets have already priced in gradual rate increases for 2016, and these 
expectations are already reflected in private sector financing. Many businesses have locked 
in low rates through the issuance of long-duration bonds and appropriate hedging, and 
their finances will be unaffected by the Fed’s initial rate increases. Homeowners with 
adjustable-rate mortgages will experience modestly rising debt service burdens. As the Fed 
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Index 1973=100. Source: Federal Reserve Board 

raises rates, bond yields will rise but the yield curve will flatten as it has during every Fed 
rate increase cycle in recent history. The spread between mortgage rates and Treasury bond 
yields will likely remain narrow, particularly as the Fed continues to reinvest the proceeds 
of its maturing assets. 

Stock market performance will critically hinge on profits and what happens to bond yields. 
Historically, rising profits associated with sustained growth have offset downward pressure 
on price-earnings ratios, and the stock market has risen modestly from the time of the first 
rate increase to the Fed’s last. If economic growth strengthens modestly, as we expect, 
profits will rise and support stock valuations; if not, particularly with pressure from the 
strong dollar, the investment environment will be difficult.   

Recent history shows that the US dollar has weakened more often than it has strengthened 
when the Fed has raised rates, which provides no clear-cut angle on what may happen (see 
Economic Performance around Fed Rate Increases, 6 November 2015). The factors 
influencing the dollar will cut both ways: we expect the US economy to grow faster than 
both the Eurozone and Japan, but growth rates in Europe and Japan should improve; the 
Fed will be raising rates while other leading central banks will maintain extremely 
accommodative monetary policies; and the US’s inflation-adjusted bond yields are 
attractive relative to global alternatives. However, both the Eurozone and Japan have large 
current account surpluses while the US has a current account deficit. Moreover, the dollar 
has appreciated more in the last year than it did in the year prior to every recent Fed rate 
increase cycle, and futures markets have already priced in the monetary policy differentials. 
It is always important to remember that major currencies do not always abide by the 
fundamentals – or behave the way they are supposed to. All in all, we do not expect the 
dollar to move so significantly relative to major currencies in 2016 that this could have a 
major impact on economic performance. 

28) What is the Fed’s forecast of the “appropriate” Fed funds rate telling us, and 
what are the key factors that will affect its deliberations? Will the Fed be 
influenced by Presidential election year politics, as some assert?    

In the Fed’s latest forecast, the median FOMC member projects that the most appropriate 
Fed funds rate by year-end 2016 is 1.4%. This implies four rate increases that would lift the 
Fed’s target to 1.25%-1.5% (currently there are 12 Fed presidents and five governors – there 
are two board vacancies). This is based on the FOMC’s central tendency forecast of 2.3-2.5% 
real GDP growth from Q4 2015 to Q4 2016, an unemployment rate between 4.6% and 4.8% 
in Q4 2015, and inflation drifting up slightly (Personal Consumption Expenditure (PCE) 
deflator 1.2-1.7% and core PCE deflator 1.5-1.7%). Following the Fed’s December rate 
increase, continued economic and credit growth will ease its concerns about further hikes. 

 

ChaChaChaChart 7rt 7rt 7rt 7: : : : US dollar trade weighed exchange rateUS dollar trade weighed exchange rateUS dollar trade weighed exchange rateUS dollar trade weighed exchange rate    
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Our assessment is that Fed Chair Janet Yellen and several Governors who heavily influence 
the Fed’s monetary policy, perceive that three rate increases are appropriate, which would lift 
the range to 1.0%-1.25% in December 2016, below the FOMC’s median rate of four increases. 
Of the 17 FOMC Fed funds rate forecasts, seven FOMC members favour either two or three 
rate increases, seven favour four and three members think more than four hikes are the most 
appropriate course of policy. Interestingly, the FOMC’s median forecast of 1.4% is also the high 
end of its central tendency forecast (which eliminates the top three and bottom three FOMC 
member forecasts) of 0.9-1.4%. Based on public speeches and other evidence, more Fed 
Governors view three rate increases as more appropriate than four hikes, and some regional 
Federal Reserve Bank Presidents who think four or more rises are more appropriate will not 
be voting members in 2016.    

The behaviour of economic growth, wages and inflation relative to the Fed’s forecasts will 
be critical in influencing the Fed. A positive surprise on growth and rising wages and 
inflation would lead markets to price in more Fed rate increases, and the Fed would follow.  
Remember, even with four rate increases in 2016, the 1.5% Fed funds rate by year-end 
would remain below inflation, underlining the Fed’s sustained monetary accommodation.  
These conditions would push up bond yields more than currently anticipated. 

Although the Fed has become more and more politicised in many ways, its track record 
shows clearly that, with one exception, it has not conducted monetary policy any differently 
in Presidential election years than during other years (the exception was 1972, when Fed 
chair Arthur Burns blatantly eased monetary policy in an attempt to help President Richard 
Nixon’s re-election). So, while the Fed has changed its reaction function and has revealed 
its biases in different ways, we do not expect that its policy deliberations in 2016 to be 
affected by the Presidential election.   

29) The Fed has expressed worries about inflation being too low. Is this a valid 
concern? 

No. The low inflation is only a concern for the Fed’s monetary policy; it is not a concern 
regarding US economic performance. In many ways, the low inflation relative to the Fed’s 
longer-run 2% target is a positive influence. In its official Statement on Longer-Run Goals 
and Monetary Policy Strategy, first published in January 2012 and approved every year, the 
Fed officially adopted 2% as its long-run inflation target, based explicitly on the PCE 
deflator. The 2% target was chosen because of identified biases that lift measured inflation 
and because the Fed has a fear of deflation and believes modest inflation is important to 
provide flexibility for monetary policy. The Fed is the only government agency that focuses 
on the PCE deflator; the Consumer Price Index (CPI is used almost everywhere else, 
including as a policy variable for indexing pension benefits and other uses).   

The Fed’s and other leading central banks’ great fear of deflation is based on concerns that 
deflation would engender expectations of future declines in prices of goods and services 
that would encourage people to save rather than spend, resulting in insufficient aggregate 
demand. Fed and ECB officials often refer to Japan’s experience with embedded deflationary 
expectations and sustained economic malaise as a situation to avoid at all costs. 

Federal funds rate in %, core PCE deflator % yoy, sa. Source: Federal Reserve Board 

ChChChChart 8art 8art 8art 8: : : : US core inflation and Fed US core inflation and Fed US core inflation and Fed US core inflation and Fed funds ratefunds ratefunds ratefunds rate    
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With US nominal GDP growing comfortably faster than real potential, the probability of 
deflation is virtually nil. Importantly, several of the key factors that are suppressing 
inflation below the Fed’s 2% long-run target—the temporary impact of lower oil prices and 
the ongoing technological innovations that have been reducing durable goods prices for 20 
years straight—are positive for the economy. Moreover, there are absolutely no signs in the 
US that expectations of deflation are leading people to defer spending. Nor is this apparent 
in Europe. Realistically, inflation seems neither too high nor too low – as former Fed chair 
Alan Greenspan always emphasised, the goal of the Fed should be to achieve inflation and 
keep inflationary expectations sufficiently low so that it does not affect private sector 
spending and economic decisions. By that definition, inflation seems just about right. The 
Fed is over-stating concerns about low inflation, in our view, and is using it to pursue its 
dovish, fine-tuning monetary policy strategy. 

30) Is the US stuck with slow growth, as the supporters of secular stagnation seem 
to suggest?      

No. However, potential growth is influenced heavily by economic policies that affect 
household and business decisions to save, consume and invest – and the thrust of current 
policies are slowing sustainable growth. A portion of the slower-than-desired growth since 
the financial and housing crisis and deep 2008-09 recession reflected real adjustments 
during household and business balance sheet repair. However, the disappointing pace of 
growth also reflects economic and regulatory policies that, no matter how well intended, 
constrain economic activity and weigh on investment and expansion. In fact, weaker-than-
desired growth of business fixed investment –a material drag on growth and productivity 
so far this expansion – has been a critical factor underlying reduced estimates of lower 
potential growth. The Fed’s estimate of longer-run potential has drifted down and now 
centres on 2.0%. The Congressional Budget Office’s estimate is only modestly higher.   

Several policy thrusts explain the difference between the recent modest growth and potentially 
faster sustained expansion: the jumbled corporate tax structure and the growing web of 
economic and labour regulations that reduce the flexibility and efficiency of production 
processes and raise costs. In addition, the general perception that Washington policymakers 
are dysfunctional and lack leadership adds uncertainty about the future that dampens 
confidence. Slower-than-desired growth is endogenously determined and self-imposed. 

Just a few tenths of additional potential growth stemming from the implementation of sound 
policies would be far-reaching: this would have an enormous cumulative effect on future 
economic activity, jobs and wages and standards of living, as well as on virtually every facet of 
the financial markets. Reduced estimates of the natural rate of interest are a direct reflection of 
projections of sustained slow economic growth. We favour pro-growth economic policies and 
policy leadership that would work to lift the grey cloud hanging over Washington and generate 
sustained stronger growth and higher real interest rates. But, realistically, we understand that 
such a shift is not expected in 2016, a Presidential election year.   
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